**Purpose**

Shadow reports provide a mechanism for monitoring and raising awareness of government compliance with international treaties, conventions and declarations to which they are signatories. As part of their compliance with these agreements, governments are typically required to report to the international body associated with the agreement. These official government reports describe the progress that has been made toward various requirements outlined in the signed agreements. Often, civil society groups will conduct research on how well their respective government is complying with an agreement and will produce a supplement or alternative “shadow” report of the national government’s “official” report. Shadow reports also allow groups to use the international agreement’s principles and standards to hold their government accountable for enhancing public service delivery and strengthening laws and policies addressing the relevant issue.

Shadow reporting is typically part of a broader effort to influence change within an issue area; and it is an opportunity for groups already active in an issue area to bring attention to the issue and establish relationships with both national and international stakeholders. Beyond the attention that can be garnered by publicizing a shadow report, the very process of developing a report can raise awareness of an issue. In order to rigorously collect information on the government’s compliance with an agreement, monitoring groups must engage government officials and citizens in the data collection process. For these reasons, the majority of groups engaged in shadow reporting find value in both the monitoring process and the product.

NDI’s experience in supporting shadow reporting initiatives has been organized around holding governments accountable, specifically for promises to end discriminatory practices that most often affect traditionally marginalized populations. Shadow reports developed by NDI’s partner, the Mexican Coalition for the Rights of Disabled Persons (Coalición México por los Derechos de las Personas con Discapacidad, COAMEX), focused on disability issues. Likewise, the Institute’s partner coalition of women’s and human rights CSOs in Burkina Faso focused on women’s issues. Shadow reports are almost always developed by a coalition of groups because the data collection process is time-intensive, and the report-writing process requires specialized expertise in both technical writing and the issue area. Shadow reports are also more powerful when a variety of stakeholders are involved because the different perspectives lead to a more nuanced and representative report.

When forming a coalition, it is important that all of the coalition members are aware of the potential risks involved with participating in a shadow reporting initiative – such as negative reactions by governments – as well as the benefits. To help ensure that all of the coalition members are in agreement concerning the purpose of the coalition and how it relates to the shadow report, groups should first identify the coalition’s values, mission, vision and governing structure. Developing and signing an MoU has also helped coalitions clarify and confirm each of the members’ roles, responsibilities and expectations. This section lays out how coalitions can plan and implement a shadow reporting initiative, drawing heavily upon the experiences of NDI’s partner coalitions in Mexico and Burkina Faso.

NDI typically supports groups’ shadow reporting initiatives to achieve the following outcomes:

- The UN and other multilateral institutions, national governments and local groups have more accurate and in-depth information on government compliance with international treaties, conventions and accords;
- Gaps in government policy development and implementation are identified;
- Increased collaboration between governments, CSOs and political parties on policy development and implementation; and
- Increased political party and government accountability and responsiveness.

**The Monitoring Preparation Stage**

Once the coalition is established and the members have come to agreement on expectations, members should develop a monitoring strategy and plan by:

- determining an objective that relates to the coalition’s purpose;
- outlining steps in the shadow reporting process;
- developing a timeline and implementation plan;
- determining a division of labor; and
- identifying the possible internal implications for the coalition, including follow-on initiatives building off of the shadow report.
While developing the strategy and plan, special consideration should be taken of timing. Typically, governments are required to submit reports to the relevant multilateral agency according to a set schedule – usually every two to four years depending on the agreement. The coalition needs to be aware of when the government is submitting its report so that the shadow report can be submitted at the same time under most circumstances.

During the monitoring preparation stage, the coalition also develops the tools that it needs to conduct research for the shadow report. In order to collect information regarding the government’s compliance with an international treaty, coalitions have developed questionnaires for public officials that specifically focus on national policies and laws. Questionnaires, interview forms and focus group guidelines have also been created in order to collect information from relevant citizens concerning their experiences with public services and perspectives on how well the government is ensuring their rights.

The Data Collection Stage

NDI’s partners have primarily collected data through examining government documents and administering citizen questionnaires. Coalitions have collected information from the government through face-to-face interviews with public officials, in-person requests for documents at the relevant government agencies, phone calls and written letters formally requesting public documents. These tactics often have a higher response rate than other tactics. NDI partners also have used official government websites to formally request public documents and other information from the relevant agencies. In these cases, instead of applying questionnaires to public officials during an interview, coalition members have each taken questions from the form and entered them into the inquiries page of different government agency websites. Though there might not be as a high or prompt a response rate, this is a useful method for coalitions that wish to take a non-confrontational approach or in political contexts where face-to-face interviews with national-level public officials would be difficult to arrange. Analysis of this information provides the groups with a basic understanding of the government’s policies, programs and laws aimed to fulfill obligations laid out in the international agreement.

Coalitions have also administered questionnaires to citizens affected by the international agreement. These questionnaires, as opposed to those developed for public officials, gather information about government performance. They are used to provide insight into how well government initiatives have delivered on the international agreement. The questionnaires can directly ask citizens to comment on their satisfaction with public services or protection of rights, or they can collect information on citizens’ experiences. The first approach is most appropriate in countries with relatively open political space, and the second is most appropriate in environments where citizens might be hesitant to openly criticize the government. Questionnaires can be sent out to the appropriate population groups in the form of a survey, or they can be completed during an interview conducted by coalition activists. The first method of disbursement involves less effort from the coalition but may result in fewer responses. The second method requires that the coalition recruit and train activists to conduct interviews, but this may lead to a better response rate than a mail-in survey.

On March 1, 2010, COAMEX held a national event to introduce its affiliates to the concept of a shadow report and to gain their support during the data collection process. The event was attended by 100 representatives from the COAMEX members’ affiliate organizations. Not only did the event raise awareness of the coalition’s shadow reporting efforts, but it also allowed COAMEX to present its citizen questionnaire and train its affiliates on how to apply the questionnaire to people within the disabled community. By using the questionnaire during the training, affiliates were given a chance to provide feedback that was then incorporated into the final draft that they later applied to nearly 5,000 people in the field.

Once the coalitions have collected enough qualitative and quantitative data to have an unbiased view of the extent to which the government has implemented the international treaty, they tag and sort the data accordingly. Coalitions have found that even the simplest of data entry systems makes sorting the information more manageable for analysis purposes. Once a system is in place, volunteers can be hired to enter the data into the system. The benefit of using volunteers has been two-pronged: the volunteers have sorted the data at low cost, and knowledge of the issue addressed in the shadow report has been spread to a wider audience.

Resulting Products and Initiatives

The primary product of the shadow reporting process is the report sent to the appropriate multilateral organization for review – such as a committee of the United Nations. The timing of the presentation is dependent upon when the government presents its progress report. NDI’s partners have concluded that shadow reports have the most impact when multilateral organizations receive them at the same time as the official government report.

During the final stage of the shadow reporting process, groups analyze the information they have collected from citizens and government agencies, develop recommendations and compile them into a carefully formatted report. The reports are organized according to the way in which the international agreement is divided into articles or sections.
A shadow report usually includes:

- the text of the treaty, convention or accord;
- the government’s stance on its compliance;
- the coalition’s findings on the government’s compliance; and
- the coalition’s recommendations for improving government compliance.

The findings should identify the government’s successes in meeting the requirements of the agreement, as well as the gaps in policy, laws and services. Taking this approach provides a more complete picture of the government’s progress and can also help in making local public officials feel less threatened by the shadow report. The recommendations should put forth practical, concrete ways in which the government can improve its compliance with the international agreement if necessary. Framing shadow reports in this manner so that they are constructive rather than combative allows coalitions to use them as awareness-raising tools and mechanisms for change.

NDI’s partner organization of women and human rights CSOs in Burkina Faso has produced one shadow report, which it presented to the UN Convention to Eliminate Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) Committee in October 2010. The coalition will develop another report to present during the next reporting period. COAMEX will present its shadow report to the UN in late 2010 or early 2011.

When shadow reports are completed, the partner coalitions present their findings to the appropriate United Nations committee for review. However, coalitions tend to view their shadow reports as tools for creating change instead of the final step of the monitoring initiative. Once reports are completed, groups have strategically used them to support their awareness-raising and advocacy initiatives, as well as other initiatives that support the coalition or the individual member organizations’ goals and objectives. Coalitions have publicized their shadow reports in order to raise awareness of their focus issue at both national and international levels – often using the findings from the report to garner citizen support for the issue and the report’s legitimacy in the international arena to get the attention of INGOs and donors. As they publicize the report and their findings, coalitions should also ensure that they report results back to the stakeholders from whom they collected the data. Not only does this demonstrate respect for stakeholders, it contributes to the transparency of the shadow reporting process.

The large amounts of data collected during the shadow reporting process can also be used to strengthen new or ongoing evidence-based advocacy campaigns conducted by either the coalition or its individual members. If the shadow report was framed in such a way that it was constructively critical, then it can create a basis for conversations with key decisionmakers on the gaps in the implementation of the international agreement, as well as ways to address those gaps. Coalitions can use these conversations to facilitate better relationships with government officials, bring civil society more meaningfully into decisionmaking processes and create real change to address the target issue.
Introduction

A shadow report is a mechanism for monitoring and raising awareness of government compliance with signed international treaties, conventions and declarations to which the government is a signatory. In 2008, a group of disabled persons organizations (DPOs) formed the Mexican Coalition for the Rights of Disabled Persons (Coalición México por los Derechos de las Personas con Discapacidad, COAMEX) to develop a shadow report commenting on the Mexican government’s compliance with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD or the Convention). Building off of previous work with DPOs in Mexico, NDI assisted COAMEX throughout the shadow reporting process.

In June 2010, NDI researched how and why COAMEX developed the shadow report, and NDI’s role in supporting the initiative. Collecting data through a series of interviews with NDI program staff and COAMEX members, the team developed the key findings, which included:

- Shadow reports should be developed by a coalition because of the specialized expertise and large amount of time required to carry out such an initiative;
- Coalitions should engage in front-end planning and contextual analysis in order to provide structure for the shadow reporting process and foster follow-on initiatives, such as awareness raising or advocacy campaigns;
- Coalitions should develop and sign a formal mechanism at the beginning of the shadow reporting process in order confirm and clarify member expectations, roles and responsibilities; and
- Because shadow reports can be constructively critical of the government, groups should be aware of the possible risks before beginning the reporting process.

Program Background and Context

During the more than 70 years of virtually one-party rule in Mexico, independent CSOs were systematically marginalized or co-opted by the government. Opportunities for participation in the public-policy process were channeled through political party structures and were often conditioned upon loyalty to the government. As a result, CSOs in Mexico generally lack the space and legitimacy to mobilize a broad grassroots constituency around an issue, as well as the capacity to effectively engage government representatives in policy dialogues. This led to the exclusion of civil society from political processes and deterred civic groups from developing effective political participation skills.

Mexico’s landmark elections in 2000 signified the transition to a more representative democracy. With this change came heightened optimism for substantive improvements in public policy, including those policies addressing the rights of persons with disabilities. However, while there have been advances in developing and enacting legislation promoting the rights of persons with disabilities, there has been limited implementation of these reforms—especially in the area of political and human rights. Because disabilities issues in Mexico have been viewed both culturally and legally through the lens of charity and rehabilitation, DPOs generally have not tackled long-term change through political means. As a result, the majority of DPOs have focused their efforts primarily on providing services to their members.

In September 2007, the Mexican Senate ratified the CRPD, a legally binding instrument under international law that provides greater rights to persons with disabilities. Because the Convention is meant to ensure assistance for people with disabilities beyond service delivery and to guarantee their development in social, economic and political life, its ratification has served as the catalyst for Mexican DPOs to adopt a rights-based approach to their work. This has generated a greater interest in advocacy because the rights-based approach to development focuses on ensuring that the state fulfills its obligations to citizens, and that citizens have the capacity to claim their rights. Without a history of addressing disabilities issues from a rights-based perspective, however, the Mexican DPOs have found it difficult to transition from service delivery to political advocacy initiatives.

To address these concerns, NDI began working in the summer of 2007 with the Citizen Observatory for Disability in Mexico (Observatorio Ciudadano por la Discapacidad en México, OCDM), an umbrella group of civil society organizations and citizens interested in rights for the disabled. Over the span of nearly a year, NDI assisted the OCDM with creating an internal structure and bylaws, provided them with materials on advocacy and facilitated strategy sessions. While the group was enthusiastic about the successful ratification of the CRPD, once it was ratified, the OCDM was unable to develop a vision for how to engage the government in addressing political rights for people with disabilities.
In 2008, NDI implemented the USAID-funded program called “Strengthening the Organizational Structures and Advocacy Capacities of Mexican Disabled Persons Organizations.” The aim of this one-year program was to strengthen the ability of Mexican DPOs to promote the political rights of disabled persons through advocacy campaigns. NDI offered assistance to over 50 groups as they developed strategies for advocacy around disability issues. The guidance and technical assistance included topics such as coalition building, fundraising, budget management, strategic planning, media relations, political mapping, developing policy positions, engaging policymakers and managing volunteers. The Institute then selected three DPOs to receive small grants and additional technical assistance to help them implement their proposed advocacy plans.

Toward the end of the “Strengthening the Organizational Structures and Advocacy Capacities of Mexican Disabled Persons Organizations” project, NDI began providing technical assistance to COAMEX. The assistance continued in late 2009 through the three-year “Consolidating Political Parties, Civil Society and Consensus Building Processes” program, also funded by USAID. NDI designed these projects, in part because it wanted to support political competition and participation of underrepresented populations during policy development and implementation. More specifically, the Institute sought to increase the participation of DPOs in political processes in order to address the underrepresentation of persons with disabilities. To do this, NDI aimed to bring DPOs together, build their legitimacy at the grassroots level and strengthen their capacity to engage government officials on policy issues.

As part of this effort, NDI partnered with COAMEX to explore how the coalition could use the CRPD as an entry point for engaging in the public policy process. Over the course of several planning meetings, COAMEX determined that its primary initiative would be to develop a shadow report and present it to the United Nations in late 2010 to coincide with the Mexican government’s progress report on its implementation of the Convention. The coalition members planned to later use the report to support subsequent advocacy campaigns.

Originally, a representative from five Mexican DPOs comprised COAMEX, but one organization eventually dropped out of the coalition. The four remaining DPOs were the Association for People with Cerebral Paralysis (Asociación pro Personas con Parálisis Cerebral, APAC), the Mexican Confederation of Organizations in Favor of People with Learning Disabilities (Confederación Mexicana de Organizaciones en Favor de la Persona con Discapacidad Intelectual, CONFE), Free Access (Libre Acceso) and Step by Step (Paso a Paso). According to COAMEX members, they developed a shadow report for a variety of reasons:

- The shadow report would support the DPOs’ other areas of work because it would use the Convention’s principles and standards to hold the Mexican government accountable for enhancing services and creating a more supportive culture for people with disabilities.
- The shadow reporting process could lead to other follow-up projects – such as issue-based advocacy campaigns or other shadow reports – that build off of the shadow report findings and recommendations.
- Developing a shadow report presented an opportunity for shifting from a service-delivery approach to a rights-based, political approach to disabilities issues.
- Because a shadow report focuses on national level policy, the DPOs felt that it would have the most widespread impact on the lives of people with disabilities.
- The shadow report would allow the DPOs to identify gaps in the implementation of Mexico’s national laws and policies addressing disability issues.
- The shadow report would provide an opportunity for the DPOs to provide the government with recommendations on how to change or strengthen laws and policies so that they better reflect the CRPD.
- By holding the government accountable, the shadow report would help make the CRPD a better instrument for change.
- The shadow report would help generate a better understanding of disabilities issues by both the disabled and non-disabled communities.
- The report would serve as a tool for raising the DPOs’ affiliate organizations’ and members’ awareness of the CRPD and its implications.
- Because the shadow reporting process involves raising awareness of the Convention among the disabled population and publicizing the experiences and priorities of people with disabilities, the DPOs felt that a shadow report would help increase the political participation of people with disabilities.
- Developing a shadow report presented an opportunity to enter into the international arena for the first time.

**Shadow Reporting Activities**

**The Monitoring Preparation Stage**

Though the COAMEX members formed the coalition for the explicit purpose of ensuring that the Mexican Government follows through on implementing the Convention, they were unsure of how to do so. Therefore, the first step that the group took was to determine a strategy for engaging the government on the CRPD. During one of the coa-
tion’s initial meetings, NDI and the American Institution of Research (AIR) presented different types of initiatives that COAMEX might want to pursue. The coalition showed the most interest in shadow reporting – it was a concrete idea with a tangible product that they felt they had the resources to complete.

The COAMEX members had no experience working as a coalition or developing a shadow report, so NDI and AIR conducted workshops and provided technical assistance to build these capacities. Through weekly meetings and trainings, NDI helped COAMEX decide on its desired group dynamic; conduct a self-assessment of their capacities as a group; and brainstorm coalition rules, rights, responsibilities, expectations and a system for decisionmaking. NDI also led COAMEX through strategic planning exercises where the group developed problem trees and objective trees to better analyze the context before beginning to develop a shadow report. Because AIR had been involved with developing the CRPD, it took responsibility for conducting workshops about the Convention and bringing a legal perspective to the DPOs.

NDI and AIR also brought in external assistance to provide COAMEX with specific expertise on shadow reporting. They jointly funded three experts to conduct trainings on: what is a shadow report, what a shadow report should look like, how to collect data and how to develop a shadow report. When it became known that two human rights organizations were also developing shadow reports on the CRPD, NDI held an informal meeting to introduce them to COAMEX. NDI and AIR hoped that the groups could work together to produce a report, but tensions quickly rose between them. The DPO community has only recently begun to transition its work from providing services to defending disability rights, and the DPO and traditional human rights organizations have yet to establish a positive working relationship. Tensions arose because DPOs were concerned that the human rights organizations would attempt to speak for the disabled community despite having weak ties to the issues they face.

Since neither organization had the resources to provide the coalition with financial assistance, both NDI and AIR assisted COAMEX with writing a proposal for a grant from the Disabilities Rights Fund (DRF). In mid-2009, COAMEX was awarded a $70,000 grant from the DRF. Since shadow reports require significant time and expertise that none of the coalition members had, NDI encouraged them to use the funding to hire consultants to coordinate the initiative. All of the members agreed and, with NDI’s assistance, hired a team of consultants to handle the day-to-day activities of the shadow report process. Although the COAMEX members would not carry out the majority of the shadow reporting activities themselves, they would make final decisions and supervise the initiative.

Once hired, the consultants took responsibility for much of the logistical support, technical assistance and expert guidance that NDI and AIR had previously provided COAMEX. As a result, AIR completely phased out its assistance to the coalition and NDI reduced its assistance to that of a consultant providing periodic advice. NDI and AIR’s last major activity was to organize a symposium between COAMEX, the two human rights organizations developing the shadow report and other representatives from the local and national human rights community. The event was organized into panels and small group exercises in order to provide a comfortable space in which none of the groups felt threatened or disrespected. The strategy worked and though COAMEX and the human rights groups decided not to work together on a daily basis, they did decide to focus on different aspects of the CRPD so that their reports would be complementary. They also left open the option of either combining their reports into one or making a joint submission to the United Nations.

The Data Collection Stage

COAMEX and the coordinators used three data collection methods: requesting information directly from the government, citizen questionnaires and interviews with leaders in the disabled community. The first method was fairly straightforward since each of the Mexican government agencies has a website where citizens can request information. The coordinators developed a list of questions about government disabilities programs, and then divided them up amongst the COAMEX members so that each organization would electronically submit a different set of questions to the 20 target agencies. It took almost two months, but they received responses to all of the information requests.

The second data collection method that COAMEX used was more complicated. The group aimed to systematically collect information from people with disabilities and their family members concerning their personal experiences with public services. With assistance from the coordinating team, the coalition developed a draft questionnaire that demonstrated the types of questions it wanted to ask. When it became
clear that doing a statistical sampling of the COAMEX organizations’ members was going to be too difficult primarily due to privacy issues, the coalition and coordinators decided to carry out a convenience sampling instead. In March 2010, COAMEX organized a national conference attended by 100 representatives from the DPOs’ associated member organizations. During the conference, COAMEX and the coordinators gave an overview of the CRPD and trained the participants on how to apply the questionnaires within the disability community. The conference also served as an opportunity to test the questionnaire, and the participants’ feedback was incorporated into the final version.

Once the coordinating team finalized the questionnaire, they sent copies to all of the conference participants, who then applied the questionnaires within their communities to people with disabilities and their family members. Through their efforts, COAMEX received responses from nearly 5,000 people. The data was then coded and entered into a database by high school and university student volunteers fulfilling service learning requirements. Before beginning the data entry, the coordinating team oriented the volunteers by explaining the Convention and the project. Most of the volunteers had known nothing about disabilities issues prior to their involvement in the project, so this part of the data collection phase also became an exercise in raising awareness among non-disabled populations.

The final data collection method involved conducting in-depth interviews with leaders within the disabilities community. The coordinators particularly wanted to target people with high levels of education who could go beyond their personal experiences to provide insights and analysis of the Mexican government’s disabilities policies and programs. The COAMEX members nominated five candidates and agreed upon the content of the interviews. The coordinating team then designed and conducted the interviews.

Throughout the data collection stage NDI maintained a consultative role, interacting with both the coalition and the coordinators to give suggestions concerning logistics, data collection techniques and who to target with the questionnaires.

Resulting Products and Initiatives

COAMEX and the coordinators’ primary focus has been on developing a report to present to the United Nations, the Mexican government, national and international CSOs and Mexican people with disabilities. Because COAMEX did not have the time or experience with shadow reports, the coordinators became responsible for writing the report with guidance from the COAMEX secretariat. The final report included an introduction, an outline of their methodology, a discussion of their findings and recommendations.

As of the writing of this toolkit in September 2010, COAMEX has not made any concrete plans for further action beyond the shadow report. Everyone in the coalition does believe that the shadow report should be a step in a larger process, but they are studying what the next steps should be. One idea is to begin work on the next shadow report, building off of what the coalition has learned while developing the current one. Because this shadow report has produced a lot of data on the disabilities community in Mexico, the coalition would also like to use that information in advocacy and awareness-raising campaigns. All of the COAMEX members hope to increase their political activities and work with the government to apply the shadow report findings and recommendations to disabilities projects.

Analysis

COAMEX’s shadow report initiative may have represented the first time that any group of CSOs have come together in a coalition to report on a government’s implementation of the CRPD. By seizing this opportunity, the four DPOs in the coalition have cultivated relationships with national and international stakeholders. Not only have the DPOs learned to work with the other coalition members with whom they had previously been in competition, they have made connections with human rights organizations and INGOs. These relationships have led the COAMEX members to expand their scopes of work from focusing solely on service delivery, to also working towards guaranteeing the disabled community’s political, social and economic rights. COAMEX’s shadow reporting initiative has led to positive changes for both the member organizations and the disabled community.

The project is also a great learning opportunity for COAMEX and others interested in shadow reporting. Many of the coalition’s challenges have stemmed from two things. The first is that the DPOs resisted engaging in front-end analysis and planning because they wanted to begin the shadow reporting process as soon as possible. As a result, NDI did not meet with success in effectively guiding them through a vision-building and strategic planning process that would provide more structure and meaning to the shadow reporting process.

The second major cause of COAMEX’s challenges comes from not immediately using an MoU to formally define roles, responsibilities and expectations for each of the DPOs and NDI. While NDI was successful in using informal methods to clearly define its own role as a consultant and advisor, the coalition was left without a clear management structure and mechanism for internal accountability. Tension rose between the DPOs because some participated in the activi-
ties more than others. This happened so easily because no formal accountability mechanism existed and, therefore, no consequences existed for those who did not adequately fulfill their assigned roles. By signing an MoU and spending more time in the planning stages of the project, COAMEX may not have experienced as many challenges. However, this project has taught some important lessons about coalition-building and shadow reporting that will enrich the future initiatives of both COAMEX and other coalitions.

Findings

Difficulty seeing beyond the shadow report

- Although COAMEX has always viewed the shadow report as means to an end and never intended that it be the end product of their efforts, it operates activity-to-activity and does not yet have a long-term strategy or concrete goals.

Difficulties working together and confusion over roles and responsibilities

- DPOs in Mexico are not accustomed to working together, in part because they are often in competition for recognition and funding from the government. This compounded by the tensions over their roles and responsibilities led to breakdowns in communication and difficulties working together. It became difficult for them to come to timely consensus on decisions, which led them to fall behind schedule on fulfilling activities.

- Confusion over the roles and responsibilities of each COAMEX member led to an uneven distribution of work among the four DPO representatives. As a result, the coalition experienced problems with follow-through on planned activities and struggled to meet day-to-day deadlines. It also became clear later in the process that not all of the DPOs’ expectations for the final report were in tune with the reality of the process. Specifically, some of the organizations were not completely comfortable with the idea of publishing a document critical of the government’s policies and programs for the disabled community.

Shadow reporting demands a lot of time and expertise

- Developing a shadow report requires expertise not only in the relevant issue area, but also in how to structure, research and write the report. COAMEX did not have this expertise going into the process, and the initial trainings merely served as an introduction rather than a comprehensive transfer of knowledge and skill. The shadow reporting process also demands a large time commitment, especially in terms of data collection and writing. The DPO staff in COAMEX carried out activities for the coalition, in addition to fulfilling their full-time jobs, making them unable to put in the amount of effort required to develop a shadow report. This is why they hired a team of coordinators to work on the shadow report full time.

Difficulties adopting the human rights approach and fear of being critical of the government

- For decades, the DPOs that form COAMEX have almost exclusively focused on improving the lives of people with disabilities through a service delivery approach. They have almost no background in human rights and, though all of the COAMEX member representatives understand and value this approach, they had difficulty shifting to a more political perspective. This led to tensions when interacting with human rights organizations and some discomfort when they needed to be critical of certain government actions.

- The DPOs in COAMEX are service-delivery organizations that depend heavily on Mexican government funding for their projects. This is one of the primary reasons that they have shied away from a focus on human rights and taking a more political approach to addressing disabilities issues. This is also the reason that some of the DPOs were hesitant to carry out tasks for the shadow report, such as electronically submitting potentially sensitive questions on government agencies’ websites.

Resistance from the COAMEX organizations’ board members

- The staff representing each of the DPOs that comprise COAMEX are not the most senior staff of their respective organizations. Board members of the organizations had misgivings about the shadow report throughout the process because they did not understand the project and feared that their funding would be jeopardized if they were to be seen as critical of the government. As a result, the staff representatives involved with COAMEX received resistance from their respective boards and had to spend and inordinate amount of time convincing them of the value of a shadow report.

No history of shadow reporting, especially connected to the CRPD, in Mexico

- Shadow reporting and addressing disabilities issues from the human rights perspective is not only new for COAMEX, but also for Mexico. There are no documents or statistics that address service delivery for people with disabilities in Mexico. COAMEX had no example of a CRPD shadow report to guide them through the process of creating their own report.

Lessons

- Establish a coalition of CSOs to develop the shadow report. It is too large a task for one organization to tackle on its own.

- While establishing the coalition, ensure that the CSOs are interested in developing a shadow report and willing
to work together with other organizations to do so. Also
consider how the local government and other local and
international CSOs view the potential coalition members.

- Use a formal mechanism – such as a memorandum of
  understanding (MoU) – to establish the roles, responsi-
  bilities and expectations of the coalition members, NDI
  and any other organization providing assistance.

- Immediately identify the coalition’s vision and goals in
  order to ensure that all coalition members agree that the
  shadow report should be a means for change and not
  viewed as an end in itself.

- Immediately establish a concrete organizational structure
  for both decisionmaking purposes and to ensure that all
  coalition members are committed to completing tasks on
  time and in their entirety.

- Before beginning work on the shadow report, the coali-
  tion should map the context in which they are working
  – specifically what other organizations are doing in their
  issue area and if other organizations are developing shad-
  ow reports. Then develop short- and long-term strategies
  based on the programmatic and political context and the
  coalition’s vision and goals.

- Message development, communications and media train-
  ings should be a part of strategic planning discussions and
  trainings throughout the shadow reporting process.

- Assistance to the coalition should include consensus-
  building and conflict mitigation, especially in contexts
  where there isn’t a history of CSOs working together.

- The coalition should act transparently and involve as many
  stakeholders in the shadow reporting process as possible
  – including citizens from non-disabled communities. The
  senior staff of each member organization should also be
  brought into the process from the beginning to ensure in-
  stitutional buy-in and support.

- There should be at least one person hired, either externally
  or internally, to work full-time on the shadow report. This
  person should have connections with CSOs and govern-
  ment officials at the local and international levels, as well
  as expertise in human rights, shadow reporting and the
  issues addressed by the report. Therefore, the coalition
  should seek out external funding so that it can hire the
  necessary full-time staff.